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Summary
The fatigue safety of steel bridges is achieved through design of individual components and
inspections with subsequent repair of detected cracks. Each safety item has a certain cost and it is
of importance to minimise the total expected cost for the lifetime of the component. The
optimisation parameters are the inspection times, but other variables (material properties,
inspection qualities,...) can be also introduced. Two optimisation problems are treated in this
paper. The first one concerns the optimisation of the next inspection time, while the second one
treats of the optimisation of the regular inspection interval during the component lifetime. An
example of a welded joint highlights the different concepts. It has to be noticed that the
techniques presented in the paper are not restricted to fatigue problems, but can be applied to a
wide variety of deterioration phenomena.

1. Introduction
Maintenance and rehabilitation of existing structures has become of great concern for public or
private owners during the last decades. All the structures made by men are time-degrading
because of phenomena such as corrosion, fatigue, erosion,... induced sometimes by poor
durability design, lack of quality control or absence of regular inspection and maintenance
actions.

Budgets for maintenance and rehabilitation are always limited. In order to rationalise
maintenance actions, management systems have been developed, helping to a standardisation of
the procedures through the development of inspection manuals and the implementation of
databases. Experience acquired with these procedures leads today to define other approaches in
which rationality is based on the optimisation of maintenance costs. This optimisation requires
methods which take into account technical, economical, management points of view as well as
theoretical or practical aspects. Offshore engineering has already successfully rationalised its
maintenance actions (see for instance [1], [2]) by using probabilistic concepts. The present paper
attempts to illustrate such an approach in the field of steel bridges with respect to the problem of
welded joints damaged by fatigue. In welded joints, the cracks are often localised at the weld.
The welds induce some defects which help small cracks to appear. They are growing under
loading and can lead to the joint failure. The conditions governing crack growth propagation are
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numerous, and in general, random. Therefore, an appropriate analysis of fatigue phenomena
consists by treating the problem in a probabilistic manner. But, the probabilistic model must be
flexible enough to include inspection results with their qualities for assessing damage in a better
manner. Such an approach must help to consider all the events (inspections, repairs, failure)
which can occur during the conventional lifetime of the joint. As costs can be linked to these
events, it is then possible to build an optimisation procedure aiming to minimise the total
maintenance cost with respect to conventional reliability degrees.

2. Models

Fig.l Crack details in a weldedjoint

Two types of model are used to determine a
management strategy: event models and maintenance
models. The event models are mathematical models
which describe events occurring in the component.
For welded joints, these models contain the fatigue
crack growth model and the detection model. These
mathematical models permit to assess the
corresponding probabilities of events occurrence.
The maintenance models are linked to the strategy of
maintenance and management. In these models, the
events probabilities determined with the event
models are combined with costs for providing total
expected maintenance costs.

2.1. Crack growth model

The model used in this paper is the Paris law corresponding to the opening of a semi-elliptical
crack in the bottom plate of a « stiffener-bottom plate » welded joint (Figure 1)

C(AK)m C( Y{a,c)Mk{a)AS4na]
*

(1)

where

- a is the crack size, c half the crack length, b the bottom plate thickness,

- N is the number of cycles, AK the stress intensity factor range, AS the stress range,

- Y(a, c) is the stress intensity geometry correction factor, Mia) the stress intensity
concentration correction factor, C and m two material parameters.

Under the threshold stress intensity range AKth, the crack does not grow. Equation (1) does not
distinguish damaging and non damaging cycles. The modified model of reference [3] introduces
a correction function G(a, c) which allows this discrimination:

j^=C(Y(a,c)Mk(a)yfa)mG(a,C)[l^j r(/ +f) (2)

where

77=———(3)r i+ m\ 2 ' 2 rr
[1+ 2 J ^-1Z{AS)Y{a,C)Mk(a)Jm
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E(AS') is the mean of the stress range process. _T(.) and /(.;.) are respectively the complete and
incomplete Gamma functions. N(t) vot is the number of cycles at time t. Equations (2) and (3)
have been obtained under the assumption that the stress ranges follows Rayleigh distributions
and by using the equivalent stress range approach [4].

A safety margin expresses the frontier between damage and non damage. A straightforward
safety margin for fatigue reliability assessment can be defined by Z(t) a(t) - ac, where ac is the
critical crack size, which can be chosen to a conventional value or according to a fracture
criterion. a(t) is the crack size at time t after N(t) cycles. The integration of Equation (2) between
an initial crack size ao and ac is equivalent to another safety margin :

2.2. Detection model

A measurement system cannot detect a crack when it is too small. A threshold value exists and
corresponds to the detection level trader which detection is no longer reliable. This threshold
crack size, ad is the smallest detectable crack size allowable by the measurement system. The
probability to detect a crack depends on ad, and on the precision of the system. In general, ad is
never precisely known, and therefore, has to be considered as a random variable. The detection
probability is consequently the probability that the crack size is greater than ad. If* is the crack
size and F{.) the distribution function for ad, the probability to detect a crack is then:

The knowledge of Pd(x) is therefore sufficient for determining the distribution function of ad.
Several models have been developed for explaining the uncertainties met by using Non
Destructive Inspection techniques [4], For instance, the ultrasonic detection method leads to a
detection level ad which can be modelled by a lognormal distribution.

2.3 Events margins

Qualitative or quantitative information can be given by inspections. Each of these results is an
event, associated to an event margin H and to an occurrence probability.

Qualitative inspection results are information upon the detection or the non detection of an event
related to a particular phenomenon. The information is expressed by:

For fatigue crack growth propagation, the non-detection of a crack size A, after A, cycles
corresponds to an event where the crack size a(A) is smaller than A,. The no detection event is
expressed by

M(t) H — - CN{t)
a° Y(a,c)Mk(a)4mi\ G(a,c)

(4)

Pd{x) P(x>ad) F(x) (5)

H<0 (6)

(7)

The detection event is the complementary of the previous one and the event is then:

(8)
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Quantitative inspection results correspond to measurements of an event related to a particular
phenomenon. The information is expressed by:

H 0 (9)

For fatigue crack growth propagation, the detection with measurement corresponds to an event
where the crack a(N,) after TV, cycles, is equal to Ah measurement at time The « detection with
measurement » event is expressed by

Y(a,c)Mk(a)-Jmij G(a,c)
h= \A' — r(i+—\ o (io)J„„I*. 4lt I 2

2.4 Maintenance model

The maintenance model which has been used, is the conditional maintenance with regular
inspection interval. A conditional maintenance requires to define criteria or conditions according
to which maintenance actions will be engaged. This has to be made by quantifying crack sizes by
a detection method and by ranging crack sizes in a finite number of severity classes.

Let us assume that this finite number of classes is limited to (nR+l) where the first class
corresponds to non detectable cracks. Let us call this class Io [0, ad[ where ad corresponds to
the smallest crack size which can be detected. If there are nR types ofpossible repairs, then it
follows that any crack with size a e [a,-./, a, [ is repaired by the repair technique Ni. Let us
note that the decision interval I/ [ad,aj[ can correspond to a detection followed by no repair
actions. Figure 2 illustrates the different scenarios occurring at each inspection time according to
a conditional maintenance strategy. Ts is a reference period which can be the next inspection time
or the conventional lifetime Tf. The inspection events are therefore defined as it follows:

- the event corresponding to a non detection is j H° < öj,

- the event corresponding to a repair method NT is jH' < öj.

In fact, the events have to be rigorously written:

- [H0 <0} {Hnd{ad)<0},

- {h> < 0} ={Hd (aM)s on Hnd (a,. )<o} for i 2,-.nR-l
- {H"^ <0} {Hd[anR_I)<0}.

Nevertheless, for the sake of simplicity, the first notation will be kept in the following
developments. Each action at each inspection has an effect on the event and safety margins at the
next inspection time. It is therefore necessary to introduce another notation for describing the
events sequences. For instance, with an action k at time f, and an action I at time the safety
margin at time t2<t<t3 will be denoted M1,1 and the event margin at time t2 will be denoted Hkl.
M(t) will still define the safety margin before the first inspection time.
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Time

Fig.2 Events treefor a conditional maintenance model

3. Probabilities of failure and repair
Let us note P/(t) the probability of failure at time t. The reliability index /? is defined by (First
Order Reliability approach):

ß{t) -0-'(pf{tj) (11)

Ifwe note APf(tit t) the probability of failure in the time interval \tt, t\, then it follows:

for 0 < t < tl

Pf(t) Pf(t) P{M(t) < 0)

for t1<t<t2'.
pAt)=Pf{ti)+*Pf{ti>t)

Pf{t,) + AP°f{t„t)+-+AP}R {tj.t)

Pf(h)

> OftH0 < 0C\M°(t) < Oj

(12)

(13)

+p[M{t,)>0Ç\Hn« <0flM"«(t)<0)
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and so on for each inspection time. The probability ofrepair N.r r > 2 is determined by

frep(t;) > Of]Hr< 0) (14i)

PreP(h) Prep(t2)+-+P"/pr(h)

> Of]H0 < Of]M0(t2)r\H°'r < oj
^

+p[M(t,) > or\H"R < Of]M°(t2)f\HnR'r < o)

and so on, for each inspection time.

4. Optimisation of the next inspection time
The problem consists in the determination of an optimal inspection time tI which minimises the
total expected cost. The inspection time tt must fulfil the condition t] <TS, where Ts corresponds
to the time with a reliability equal to the minimum reliability /?min which can be accepted. The
expected cost models are therefore the following:

- Expected inspection cost:

(15)

- Expected repair cost:

CR{t,) ^CreP(^P(t,)~~y; (16)

r-2

- Expected failure costs:

CF{ti)=Cf{Pf{tiyPf{t0))^-^ (17i)

Cf{Ts) Cf{Pf{Ts)-Pf{t,))^-^ (17Ü)

where Cins, Crep(r), C/ are the expected inspection cost, the expected repair cost and the expected
failure cost respectively, and a is the rate of interest.

The inspection time tj is therefore determined as the optimal solution of the minimisation
problem

minCr(t;) min(C/(t/)+ CR(t,)+ CF(t,)+ Cf(Ts)) (18)
t, t,

The time t0 can be any time after the putting in service of the welded joint. The time t in the
models has nevertheless to be adjusted in order to take into account of this delay.
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5. Optimisation of the next inspection time with observation
Inspections provide useful information for updating component reliability. In that case, the
probabilities of repair and failure have to be modified by using a bayesian approach which
replaces all the probabilities by conditional probabilities. Ifqualitative and quantitative
inspection results are available, then the updated probability of failure can be expressed by :

- for 0 < t < îj :

/
P"p(t) P M{t)<0/f](Hj<0)Ç]f](Hf=0)

i=l

<1

t=r
(19i)

where :

H11 and IH? are the qualitative and quantitative inspection results respectively.
* ' l<>i<p * ' l<i<q

- for tj < t < t2 :

P»p(t) P»p(tI) + AP]p(t,,t)

Pf(t,) + AP}p-°(tj,t)+- -+AP}p'nR (tj,t)

+p M(t1)>OC[H0 <0f)M°(t)<0/f)lHl <0|nn(^f =0]
i=l i=l

19ii)

+P M(t1)>0f}HnR <0(}MnR(t)<0/NHl <0\f}f)[H? =0]

i=l i—l

6. Optimisation problem
Here, the problem consists in the determination of an inspection interval At which induces a
minimal maintenance expected cost during the conventional lifetime T of the component. For
this purpose, the number of inspections n is first given, and then the total expected cost is
evaluated. The procedure is performed for different number of inspections and the different
expected costs are compared; the value n which provides the smallest cost gives to the optimal
inspection period. Let us precise that some constraints have to be also fulfilled, as the
optimisation problem beneath illustrates :

min Cr (At) min
At ' At

t\Cj(At) + CR(At) + CF(At)} + CF(Tft)

under constraints

ß{Tf) - J3min; Atmin < At < Atmax-, 0<Tf-nAt< At„

(20i)

(20ii)

Atmin, Atmcx are minimal and maximal time intervals for inspections.
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7. Example of a welded joint

Fig 3 Finite elements modelling of the joint

Y(a,c)

1+1.464
1.65

A particular welded joint « bottom
plate/stiffener » from a typical steel bridge
has been here considered (Figure 1 and
Figure 3). It is subject to 1.7 millions of
stress variation cycles per year, with 11.0
MPa for mean. These values result from
computations using the influence surfaces
of the bridge and recorded heavy traffic
data. The critical crack size is taken equal
to the thickness of the bottom plate
(crossing crack). The stress intensity
geometry correction factor Y(a, c) is the
solution of Newman and Raju [5], Y(a, c)
introduces the crack shape ratio aie. This
ratio is function of different parameters
(local geometry, crack size a, stress
intensity variation,...) which are difficult to
model because of lack of information. For
this reason, it is more suitable to use
statistical distributions for describing the
crack shape ratio according to the type of
joint. For transversal welded joints,
Yamada and al. [6] propose to choose
lognormal distributions.

Yl{a,c)+Y2(a,c)^j +Y3(a,c)[^

Yj{a,c) 1.13 - 0.09-; Y2(a,c) 0.54
c ' 0.2+ —

(21)

Y3(a,c) 0.5 — + n( 1 - —

0.65 + —
^ c

24

The stress intensity concentration factor Mk(a,b) is given by an exponential model:

Mk(a) - (22)

According to table 1 which provides the statistical properties of the different model variables, it
is possible to evaluate the evolution of the reliability index related to the probability of failure as

a fonction of the time t (Figure 4) given by :

r/: : P(M(t) < 0) (23)
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Variable Type Mean C.O.V. Unit

a0 Ln. 0.0006 5% m

fi II D. 0.0175 / m

arep Ln 0.001 10% m

a2 D 0.003 / m

ad Ln. 0.002 10% m

m N. 2.85 5% adim
C Ln. 8.10~12 10% adim

V Ln. 0.77 2%, adim

w N. -0.24 6%> adim

ale Ln. 0.39 4%, adim

v0 D 1700000 / cycles/year

*Kth D 0 / MPa

E(AS) D. 11.0 / MPa

b D. 0.035 / m

Repair cost) 4.2%
Inspection cost 0.2%
Failure cost 100%
Conventional 100 years
lifetime Tj-

Rating of interest a 4%,

Atmm 5 years
Atmax 20 years

ß min 3.5

Table2 Optimisation characteristics

Table 1 Statistical characteristics

(p{lnC, m) —0.9 and p(ln v, w) 0.99

The minimum reliability index ßmm is obtained for the time t ~ 22 years. This time will be used
as the reference period Ts for the determination of the next inspection time.

The optimisation problem introduced in Section 4 is used for determining the first inspection
time. No information is available, and the costs are all expressed in terms ofpercentages of the
cost of failure [7]. The different expected costs can be calculated versus the next inspection time
ti <TS 22 years.

VI
ë
oy
a
w
H
yw
eu
X
w

TOTAL COST

INSPECTION COST

REPAIR COST //
FAILURE COST

25

20

- 15

- 10

5

0

7 9 11 13 15

INSPECTION TIME

17 19

Fig.4 Weldedjoint time-varying reliability Fig.5 Expected cost variation as a
function ofnext inspection time

Figure 5 illustrates the evolution of these costs according to the data of Table 2. The conditional
maintenance strategy has three issues: no detection, detection with no repair and detection with
repair by welding. The corresponding action intervals I, are respectively [0, aa [, [ad, 02 3 mm [
and [«2, b [. The computations of the probabilities of failure and repair are obtained through
optimised recursive schemes requiring multidimensional integrals for the calculus of the
probabilities in event series systems [7]. For this welded joint, the minimum total expected cost
is obtained for an inspection time tj 12years. The reliability index ß(20) -<t>"'(P/(20)) is 4.6.
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Figure 5 shows that the expected repair cost is non zero; consequently, a repair has to be
expected at t 12 years.
The optimal inspection interval is given by the optimisation problem of section 6. To solve this
problem is very time consuming, and a lot ofwork has to be done for improving it. The optimal
inspection interval is of 10 years. The final reliability index is 4.0.

8. Conclusions
The paper has presented a methodology for optimising the inspection programme for components
in steel bridges. The concepts have been applied to welded joints with respect to fatigue failure
and an example is given for highlighting the different theoretical aspects. The optimised
inspection intervals are regular intervals, but the approach of Section 6 can be generalised to
variable inspection intervals [7], but the corresponding computations are time consuming. It has
to be noticed that the individual inspection intervals have to be combined, in a final stage, for
providing a final inspection interval at the structure level. This can be performed by using
qualitative combinations (expensive actions regrouping, available budget,...) as well as
quantitative combinations of the individual inspection intervals [8]. Some additional effort is
nevertheless still needed in order to assess the sensitivity of the results to change in the
parameters involved in the cost optimisation procedure.
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Summary

For many bridges which were designed and built before structural reliability methods were
applied to structural design, there is an urgent need to quantify their safety from a system
reliability viewpoint. Optimum inspection, repair, and replacement strategies need to be
developed based on minimizing the expected cost of keeping the system reliability above the
established target level during the anticipated remaining service life of these bridges. These
strategies need to be updated over time through timely inspections based on changing conditions.
This study proposes a methodology for a system reliability-based condition evaluation of existing
highway bridges. The approach is illustrated for an existing steel bridge located in Colorado. The
initial optimum repair strategy is updated using both biennial visual inspections and specific
nondestructive evaluation testing.

1. Introduction
Over the past several decades, the concepts and methods of structural reliability have developed
rapidly and become widely accepted among researchers and increasingly acknowledged among
practicing engineers. The United States has a national inventory of almost 600,000 highway
bridges, many of which have deteriorated substantially and will require large expenditures to
repair. A system reliability approach to optimizing the inspection and repair of these bridges will
provide a more efficient use of the scarce funding resources by providing an acceptable level of
safety at a minimum expected cost. For many bridges which were designed and built before
structural reliability methods were applied to structural design, there is an urgent need to quantify
their safety from a system reliability perspective.

This study proposes a methodology for condition evaluation of existing highway bridges based
on system reliability. The technique is illustrated using State Highway Bridge E-17-AH, located
in the metro Denver area of Colorado. An optimum lifetime repair strategy is developed for the
bridge by minimizing the expected lifetime cost and maintaining a prescribed level of system
safety throughout the life of the bridge. This repair strategy is only as valid as the assumptions
that were made when the bridge was placed in service. The repair strategy must be updated and
revised throughout the life of the bridge based on the results of periodic inspections. The
methodology for revising the repair strategy for Bridge E-17-AH is developed based on both the
mandatory biennial visual inspections and some specific non-destructive evaluation (NDE)
testing.
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2. System reliability approach to the repair optimization of an existing
highway bridge

A time-dependent system reliability approach is applied to optimize the repair strategy for an
existing highway bridge (Colorado State Highway Bridge E-17-AH). The bridge is on State
Highway 33 in Denver, Colorado, and has three 13.36 m simply-supported steel-concrete
composite spans. The 12.18 m wide roadway carries four lanes of traffic with an Average Daily
Traffic (ADT) of 8500 vehicles. The deck is reinforced concrete and the steel girders are standard
rolled shapes with simple-span supports. The interior span supports are reinforced concrete pier
columns with a pier cap, four supporting square tapered columns, and individual column
footings. The concrete abutments are supported by concrete piles cased in steel. A local railroad
spur runs underneath the bridge. The cross section of the superstructure is shown in Fig. 1(a)
where the girders are classified as exterior (E), interior-exterior (I-E), and interior (I).

Using 24 separate random variables, the intact bridge was analyzed with respect to 16 different
failure modes including moment failure of the slab, moment and shear failure of the girders, and
multiple failure modes of the pier cap, columns and footings. Limit state equations were
developed and the reliability of each component was computed separately. The bridge system
was modeled as a series-parallel model. Both the component reliabilities and the system
reliability of the bridge were computed. A simplified system model for the bridge where it is
assumed that the superstructure will not fail until three adjacent girders have failed is shown in
Fig. 1(b). The simplifying assumptions, a more refined model, and a complete description of
these calculations are given in Estes [5].

(a)

-15.2 m

52m |*2.03m—j-2.03m-»j—2.03m-j-2.03m--|-2.03m—|-2.03m--j 1„52m

(b)

V-l M-l V-2 M-2 V-3 M-3 V-4 M-4

M-Slab V-2 M-2 V-3 M-3 V-4 M-4 V-5 M-5 V-Pier M-Ftg

V-3 M-3 V-» M-4 V-5 M-5 V-4 M-4

V-l: Failure Due to Shear in Girder 1

M-3: Failure Due to Moment in Girder 3
IIIIIIIIIEI-EI I I I I I-E E

1 2 3 4 5

E Exterior Girder

I-E Interior-Exterior Girder

I Interior Girder

Fig. 1 Colorado State Highway Bridge E-17-AH: (a) Designation ofgirders, and (b) Simplified
series-parallel model

The reliability of the bridge system is decreasing over time as the live load increases and the
structure deteriorates. The time-dependent live-load shear and moment effects are a function of
the length of the span, the average daily truck traffic, and the shear and moment caused by an
AASHTO HS-20 truck as proposed by Nowak [9]. It is assumed that the slab and pier cap
deteriorate due to the penetration of chlorides through the concrete as suggested by Thoft-
Christensen [11]. Corrosion begins once the chlorides reach a critical threshold concentration at
the level of the reinforcing steel. The time required for corrosion to begin is the corrosion
initiation time 7). The rate of corrosion rcorr determines the amount of section loss in the
reinforcing steel over time. The girders are corroding using the model developed by Albrecht and
Naeemi [1]. The corresponding section loss reduces the web area and plastic section modulus
over time. This reduces the girder shear and moment capacities, respectively. The deterioration
process introduces new random variables into the limit state equations which include diffusion
rates, chloride surface concentration, and corrosion parameters.

A minimum allowable (i.e., target) lifetime system reliability index fir,system n/e 2.0 is
established. The bridge is inspected every two years and anytime the system reliability of the
bridge falls below the prescribed minimum, some type of repair or replacement must be made.
After considering the initial cost of the bridge, Colorado Department ofTransportation (CDOT)
cost documents [3] and conversations with experts at CDOT, the following repair options and
their associated present day (1996) costs were established: (a) Option 0: Do nothing -» $0; (b)
Option 1 : Replace deck -» $225,600; (c) Option 2: Replace exterior two girders (E and I-E in
Fig. 1(a)) -> $229,200; (d) Option 3: Replace exterior two girders and entire deck -> $341,800;
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(e) Option 4: Replace entire superstructure -» $487,100; and (f) Option 5: Replace entire bridge
-> $659,900.

For option 1 (replace deck), Fig.2 shows the time-dependent reliabilities of the bridge system and
of all components shown in Fig. 1(b). The deck is replaced when ßsyStem < 2.0. Consequently, the
deck is replaced twice at years 50 and 94 of the bridge life. At year 106, a deck replacement is
not sufficient to improve ßsysiem to a value larger than 2.0. Due to the parallel nature of the
system, the reliability of some components are allowed to fall below ßr,system u/e =2.0. Due to
varying deterioration rates, the critical component early in the life of the structure is not

Time (years)

Fig* 2 Results ofrepair option 1: Replace deck on Bridge E-l 7-AH using series-parallel system
model requiring thefailure of three adjacent girders
Let's assume the bridge is placed in service in 1996. Accounting for all combinations of options
and using an assumed discount rate of 2%, the possible repair strategies and their associated
present value costs are shown in Fig. 3. The analysis continued until replacement of the bridge
(i.e., option 5) becomes the only available solution. From Fig. 3, the optimum strategy can be
determined for the expected life of the bridge. For example, for a life of 50 years, no action
should be taken; for 50-94 years, replace the deck at year 50 ($83,813); 94-106 years, replace the
deck at year 50 and year 94 ($118,881); 106-108 years, replace the slab at year 50 then replace
the exterior two girders and slab at year 94 ($136,945); and after 108 years, replace the slab at
year 50 then replace the bridge at year 94 ($186,393).

The bridge was analyzed for several different series-parallel system models where the failure of
two adjacent girders or failure of a single girder would cause failure of the superstructure. Other
parameters such as random variable correlation, deterioration rates, and discount rates were
varied and often produced very different results. A repair strategy based on uncertain information
must be updated throughout a structure's life based on inspection results. Without a series of
specialized tests, the reliability of the bridge when placed in service is based on the same
information available to the designer. During the design phase of a structure, the random
variables are based on data from other projects, manufacturer specifications, and available
literature. For an existing structure, the availability of material tests and field measurements can
improve the knowledge of random variables.
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Fig. 3 Strategy options and associated costs

The reliability of a structure can be improved by increasing the capacity of the members,
reducing the demand on the structure, or reducing the uncertainty in the random variables. In
general, many uncertainties are site specific and if a structure already exists, these uncertainties
are lower than those at the design stage [12]. By conducting tests to determine the actual
strength of the steel, the unit weight of the concrete, the live-load traffic pattern, the girder
distribution factors, or the thickness of the asphalt, the results may allow the subjective
uncertainties to be reduced, or even eliminated, and should at least improve the knowledge of the
mean value and degree of dispersion of the random variables. A sensitivity analysis of the
random variables would help indicate which tests would produce the greatest benefit. This study,
however, is limited to updating the effects of the time-dependent deterioration and updating the
chosen deterioration models.

3. Updating the system reliability from the biennial visual inspections
In the United States, all bridges in the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) must be inspected every
two years. The results are reported to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and are
maintained in a national data base. The minimum reporting requirement is to provide a condition
state which ranges from 9 (excellent condition) to 0 (failed condition) for the bridge deck,
superstructure, and substructure. As bridge management has improved over the past two decades,
many states have adopted bridge management systems and more detailed inspections which
provide much more information about an individual bridge. The PONTIS Bridge Management
System [4] has been adopted by many states and assigns condition ratings to many elements of a
bridge. These bridge elements incorporate components such as railings, joints and decks; types of
materials such as concrete, steel, or timber; and other relevant information such as protected or
unprotected decks, open or closed girders, and painted or unpainted stringers.

In the PONTIS system, each bridge element is visually inspected by a trained inspector and
classified into one of five condition states, although some elements have fewer condition states.
The five condition ratings for Element 107: Painted Open Steel Girders [4] are shown in Table 1.

Updating the reliability of a bridge based on visual inspections is only possible if the conditions
states are specific and quantifiable. The condition states in Table 1 rely on rust codes R1 through
R4 to quantify the percent section loss.
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CS Description Rust Code

1 No evidence of active corrosion. Paint system is sound and protecting
the girder.

-

2 Slight peeling of the paint, pitting, or surface rust, etc. No section loss. light R1

3 Peeling of the paint, pitting, surface rust, etc. No section loss. R1

4 Flaking, minor section loss (<10% of original thickness). R2

4 Flaking, swelling, moderate section loss (>10% but < 30% of the
original thickness). Structural analysis not warranted.

R3

5 Flaking, swelling, moderate section loss (>10% but < 30% of the
original thickness). Structural analysis is warranted due to location of
corrosion on the member.

R3

5 Heavy section loss (>30% of original thickness), may have holes through
the base metal.

R4

Table 1. CDOTsuggested Condition State (CS) ratingsfor Element 107: painted open steel
girders [4]
The location of the damage also must be known. A segment-based inspection first proposed by
Renn [10] is used here where the location of all damage on the structure is identified. On the
simple-span Bridge E-17-AH, for example, the corrosion near the supports affects the area of the
web which reduces the shear capacity of the girder. The corrosion in the center of the girder
reduces the plastic section modulus which is critical to the moment capacity. Furthermore,
identifying whether the damage is on an exterior, interior-exterior, or interior girder also affects
the system reliability.
The parameters of random variables cannot be obtained directly from a visual inspection. Some
assumptions must be made regarding the accuracy of the results and quality of the information
provided by the inspectors. This study assumes that condition state deterioration over time is
linear and that the deterioration intensity is normally distributed. It is further assumed that when
a bridge element is at the halfway point of a specific condition state, the mean value of the
normal distribution is at the halfway point of the condition state definition (see Fig. 4).

The standard deviation is determined by the assumed quality of the inspection program. If the
inspector is believed to be correct 90% of the time when the member is at the halfway point of
the condition state, then 90% of the values in the normal distribution will be within the values
prescribed by the condition state. To make this assumption conservative, the condition state is
assumed to begin at the halfway point and shifts progressively to the right as shown in Fig. 4. If
the element remains in the condition state longer than expected, the distribution will remain at
the far right position until an inspection reveals a switch to the next condition state. The
exception will be for the first and final condition states where a lognormal distribution is used.

This study considered three different qualities of inspection programs, A, B, and C, where the
inspectors were provided the correct rating 95%, 85%, and 75% of the time, respectively. The
quality of the inspection program was determined based on seven criteria [5] which included
inspector training, a quality assurance program, and inspector experience. The density
distributions associated with condition states 1 through 5 for Inspection Category A and Element
107 as listed in Table 1 are shown in Fig. 5. Condition states 1,2, and 3 were modified to reflect
section losses of 0-2%, 0-5%, and 0-10%, respectively. Once the parameters of the random
variables which describe the percent section loss for the corroding steel girders are defined, the
area of the web and the plastic section modulus at the time of inspection can be computed. With
the revised sheaf and moment capacities of the girders, the updated reliability of the bridge
girders is computed. Assuming linear condition state deterioration over time, the future
performance of the structure is predicted.
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Fig. 4 Density distribution ofdeteriorationfor Element 107 in Condition State 4 when inspectors
are correct 90% ofthe time.

Unfortunately, an update of the deck or the superstructure was not possible based on a visual
inspection. The PONTIS inspection was only able to report the number of cracks, degree of
efflorescence, and percentage of surface spalls. While this information is valuable for assessing
the general surface condition of the deck or the pier cap, the information was not sufficient to
infer the randomness of the section loss in the corroding steel reinforcement embedded in the
concrete. A series of NDE inspections are needed to update the reliability of the deck.

4. Reliability updates based on Non-Destructive Evaluation (NDE) methods
While the biennial visual inspections evaluate the entire bridge, a program ofNDE tests focuses
on particular defects in specific areas. The tests must be selected to provide the relevant
information needed to update the reliability. In this study, the thickness of the girder flanges is
measured using calipers or a micrometer to obtain actual section loss. For the deck, half-cell
potential tests provide the degree of active corrosion and allow the corrosion initiation time 7} to
be updated. The rate of corrosion rcorr is then assessed using three-electrode linear polarization
(3LP) test results. Because these tests were never actually conducted on Bridge E-17-AH, the
inspection results from other similar structures were applied to this bridge to illustrate the
updating process.

4.1 Thickness of the girders
Thickness readings on the girders were taken at numerous locations on the girders after 15, 30,
and 55 years of service. The mean and standard deviation of the corrosion depth dcorr (in mm)
were established for each type of girder (interior, interior-exterior, and exterior) for each
inspection. The same format as the original deterioration model was used where time t is in
years :

The corrosion parameters A0 and^i were computed by a curve fit through the data points,
producing the following results:

A comparison of the revised corrosion model with the original corrosion model [1] reveals that
the actual rates of corrosion were slightly higher than predicted for the exterior girders, slightly
lower than predicted for the interior-exterior girders, and almost the same for the interior girders.
The inspection results produced a smaller standard deviation of thickness loss for all types of
girders. This reduced uncertainty in thickness loss improves the reliability of the girders.

dcorr ~ A** (1)

dcorr: exterior
dcorr: ml.-ext.
dcorr: interior

0.13218 t
0.12151 t'
0.03015 t'

0.595478

0.568652

0.690171
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Fig. 5 Density distributions associated with Condition State (CS) ratings CS1-CS5for Element
107: painted open steel girders, Inspection Category A

4.2 Section loss in the deck reinforcement

The half-cell potential test is conducted to obtain the percentage of the deck experiencing active
corrosion. The half-cell potential survey measures the electrical potential difference between a
standard portable copper-copper sulfate half-cell placed on the surface of the concrete and the
embedded reinforcing steel. A potential reading more positive than -0.20 volts indicates a 90%
chance ofno active corrosion at the point the reading is taken. A reading more negative than
-0.35 volts indicates a 90% chance that active corrosion in underway. Readings between these
values are considered uncertain. By plotting a cumulative distribution of the half-cell readings
throughout the deck and making a linear approximation in the uncertain range as shown in [6],
the percent of the deck which is damaged can be assessed. By performing the test at several
points in time, the chloride initiation time and its updated distribution can be determined as
detailed by Estes [5]. In this study, the updated initiation time Ti was :

ßTj 49.0 years and oTj =15.0 years.

The original deterioration model predicted :

pTi =19.6 years and aTj =7.5 years.

While the half-cell potential test indicates ifactive corrosion has begun, the corrosion rate
determines the amount of section loss in the reinforcing steel which results in diminished
moment capacity and reduced reliability. The three-electrode linear polarization test (3LP) uses
polarization resistance to determine the amount of electrical current flowing in actively corroding
reinforcement. If a large flow of current is required to cause a specific change in electrical
potential, the bar is corroding at a high rate. Conversely, if a small current flow is needed to
cause the same change in potential, the bar is corroding more slowly. These current readings can
be converted to corrosion rates as described by Clear [2].
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Using current readings taken at 38 locations on the structure and using only those readings where
the half-cell potential was more negative than -0.35 volts, the updated parameters of the
corrosion rate rcorr for the embedded deck reinforcement are :

il 48.5 um/yr and a. =29.9 um/yr.' 'corr ' 'corr 1 J

The values for rcon from the original deterioration model [11] were :

u. =50.7 um/yr and a. =5.8 um/yr.r rcorr r * rcorr r J

The mean value of the corrosion rate is only slightly less than the original model but the standard
deviation is about five times higher. Contrary to the expected result from [12] where testing is
expected to reduce the uncertainty, these test results represent an exception where inspection
results provide greater uncertainty in a random variable. With revised values for the corrosion
initiation time 7/ and the rate ofcorrosion rcorr, the reliability of the slab can be updated.

4.3 Reliability update of the bridge

Using the results ofNDE inspections, the reliability of the girders, the deck, and ultimately the
system are updated. Using the same repair options listed earlier, Fig. 6 shows the results of
Option 1 : Replace the Deck. Fig. 6 can be compared to Fig. 2 which showed the time-dependent
reliability of the bridge components and bridge system when the deck was replaced twice using
the original deterioration models. Despite the updated inspection results, the figures are quite
similar, except for the reliabilities with respect to girder shear. The girder reliabilities with
respect to moment are close to the original model. The moment capacity is dependent on the
plastic section modulus which is less sensitive to the small changes in the thickness loss. In
Fig. 6, the slab is replaced at year 52 and year 98, and at year 108, a slab repair is no longer
sufficient to raise the system reliability above ßmi„ =2.0.
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Fig. 6 Updated results ofrepair option 1 on Bridge E-l 7-AH using simplified series-parallel
model requiring thefailure ofthree adjacent girders
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With regard to the reliability of the system, the girder reliabilities do not dominate the system.
The reduced girder corrosion rate uncertainty improves the reliability of the individual girders,
but has little to no effect on the system. The slab, which is deteriorating more rapidly than the
other critical failure modes, eventually dominates the reliability of the system. The effects of
longer chloride initiation time 7) and increased uncertainty in the corrosion rate rcorr offset each
other. As a result, the minimum system reliability ßmi„ =2.0 is violated after 52 years of service,
which is very close to the 50 years of service in the earlier model. Again, accounting for all
relevant repair possibilities and using a discount rate of 2%, Fig. 7 shows all feasible strategy
options and their associated costs which can be compared to Fig. 3 using the original model.

I 1 $80,562

I 1 $122,057
g — Optimum strategy
•2 I 1 $173,944
& 5° I 1 $235,651
00 I

1 I 1 1 $112,960
M

I 1 1 $175,330

I H 1 $190,703

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Time (years)

Fig. 7 Updated strategy options and costs (2% discount rate) for Bridge E-l 7-AH using
simplified series-parallel model requiring the failure ofthree adjacent girders

As a result, the updated optimum strategy is as follows: for a life of 52 years, no action should be
taken; for 52-98 years, replace the deck at year 52 ($80,562); 98-108 years, replace the deck at
year 52 and replace the deck again at year 98 ($112,960); and after 108 years, replace the slab at
year 52 and replace the bridge at year 108 ($175,330). Updated inspection results would not
always produce such minor changes in strategy. The lack of change in this update is due to the
compensating differences in the deck results where the positive effect of an increased chloride
initiation time was offset by a more uncertain corrosion rate. If the slab had been deteriorating
more slowly and the girders more rapidly than the model suggested, then the updated lifetime
bridge repair strategy would have been quite different.

5. Concluding remarks
Using Colorado State Highway Bridge E-17-AH, this study illustrated how system reliability
methods can be used to optimize the lifetime repair strategy while minimizing total cost and
maintaining a prescribed level of system reliability. Because the initial strategy is based on
assumptions that must be verified over the life of the structure, inspection results can be used to
update the reliability of the structure and the repair strategy. With some reasonable assumptions,
the biennial visual inspections can be used, but often the information provided is not sufficient or
the condition states are not well enough defined to update the reliability. The reliability update of
a structure can be completed with much greater confidence if specific NDE inspection techniques
are used to provide the relevant information. In this case, thickness tests, half-cell potential
readings, and three-electrode linear polarization (3LP) methods were used to update the
reliability of the deck and the girders.

With the relevant NDE inspection techniques identified, the next step is to determine the
optimum number and timing of these inspections over the life of the structure to minimize the
life-cycle cost. As an example, Estes [5] uses a given deck structure and optimizes the number of
lifetime inspections and their intervals for the half-cell potential test. There has been tremendous

progress in applying reliability-based methods to optimize bridge management. As reliability
theory has become better understood and accepted, the trend in research has moved toward more
realistic and practical applications [7, 8]. This study is just one example of a reliability-based
application which improves the life-cycle cost analysis ofbridges.
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Summary
Structures of orthotropic steel decks, where the deck plate with open or closed stiffeners is
supported by and establishes an integrated structure with the deck and crossbeams, show to be
susceptible to traffic induced fatigue. This paper shows the behaviour of the stiffener to
crossbeam connections in various structures in the Netherlands. The behaviour is related to the
essential locations for inspection and several examples of damage in real bridges.

1. Introduction
Most bridges with orthotropic steel bridge decks have been built in the period from 30 to 10

years ago. Several of these structures show fatigue induced cracks in the locations where the
stresses are governed by the traffic loads. Although the orthotropic steel decks have become
relatively expensive solutions for bridges with shorter spans, they are still used in bridges with
longer spans, where the dead weight must be low and for upgrading of existing bridges.

The amount of approximately 300 existing bridges with these structures in the Netherlands,
controlled by the Ministry of Transport, causes the need for further investigations in order to
obtain a good insight in the behaviour, the fatigue strength and the critical locations of these
structures. As the critical locations for fatigue do not always coincide with the critical locations
for the ultimate limit state, inspections can be more adequate and limited to specific locations.

This paper will show the common structural bridge types in the Netherlands as well as their
behaviour and the way how details are addressed by the traffic loading. Essentially these
structures exist all over the world. The damage of several real bridges is shown as an example.
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2. Orthotropic steel deck types

(1)

Fig. 1 Open stiffeners

The earlier orthotropic steel decks were stiffened by flats
and bulbs (see Fig.l), thus allowing for spans of
approximately 2.0m. The connection to the crossbeams
have been featured in two ways: 1. fitted between the
crossbeams; 2. continuous stiffeners passing through
special cut outs eventually with additional cope holes in the
crossbeams. The rather small stiffness and strength of these
stiffeners caused the need for many crossbeams. A number

of these crossbeams, the secondary crossbeams were supported by additional main girders, the
secondary main girders. The latter were supported by the primary crossbeams that transmitted the
loads to tiie main girders. The fabrication of these structures with many cut outs and welds was
laborious and subsequently expensive. This caused the need to develop structures with less
welded connections. Nowadays open stiffeners are mainly used in ferry bridges, where a low
torsional stiffness of the deck is required due to the movements of the mooring ships.

The introduction of the closed V-shaped, U-
' shaped and trapezoidal stiffeners as shown in

Fig. 2, was a large improvement, which alloyed
spans of approximately 4.0m. The secondary
crossbeams and main girders were no longer
needed. The amount ofwork involved reduced
as well as the costs.

"TV
(4) (S) (6)

Fig. 2 Closed stiffeners

V-shaped
stiffener

U-shaped
stiffener trapezoidal stiffener

STIFFENER
FITTEO
BETWEEN
CROSSBEAMS M IVë
CONTINUOUS
STIFFENER
ON SUPPORTS M >
CONTINUOUS
STIFFENER
THROUGH
CROSS BEAM IVJ IVë M

Like the open stiffeners the closed stiffeners
could be fitted between or as continuous
elements passing through the crossbeams. In
this case the cut-out can be of close fit or being
featured with an additional oval shaped cope
hole or other like the "Haibach" cut out. All
details showed to be susceptible to fatigue
induced cracks, which resulted in world wide
research to the fatigue strength of the details in
order to develop data that can be used for the
design of new bridges and the repair of
existing structures.

Fig. 3 shows a complete overview of all types
of closed stiffeners and stiffener to crossbeam
connections used in the Netherlands.

Fig. 3 Types oftrough to crossbeam connection

3. Structural Bridge Types

3.1 General

In the orthotropic steel deck structures the deck plate acts together with the longitudinal stiffener.
This system transmits the loads to the crossbeams. The latter transmit the loads to the main load
carrying system, which can be constructed as plate girders or a box girder. The main load
carrying system may be integrated in one of higher rank, such as an arch, a cable stayed structure
or a suspension structure.
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3.2 Structural systems
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Fig. 4 Structural types ofbridges

Fig.4 shows four load carrying systems. For
simplicity only systems with continuous closed

(T) stiffeners are shown. Type I is a plate girder
bridge with crossbeams that consists ofa truss
and a top cord acting as a continuous beam with
short spans. The continuous beam transfers the
loads by bending and shear to the truss nodes.
The truss is supported by the main girders.
Typen is a box girder bridge. The diaphragm
of the box acts as a deep crossbeam that
transfers the loads to the inclined and vertical
webs of the box girder. Type EI is a
conventional crossbeam with cantilevers that
are supported by the main girders. Type IV is

(5T) an I-shaped crossbeam that receives the loads
from the supports of the closed stiffeners. The
shear connections in the cantilever sections
cause a rotational spring using the axial
stiffnesses of the deck plate and the I-beam and
a lever arm. This is called the "Floating Deck

Af) Structure" and is used in a few bridges in the
^ Netherlands [1], It has been developed for its

easy of assembly.

3.3 Structural behaviour

In addition to the in plane shear and bending that is generated by the loading of the crossbeams,
all structures are subjected to out ofplane rotations, caused by the deflection of the stiffeners. In
the combination effect the contribution from "in plane" and "out of plane" behaviour differs from
type to type and depends strongly on the structural features.

4. Stiffener to crossbeam connections

4.1 Open stiffeners

Open stiffeners are fitted between the crossbeams or are continuous. The first type is sensitive for
eccentricities related to the continuous stiffener and the welded connection to the crossbeam.

Because the influence lines show short
distances between the zero-crossings a
rather unfavourable connection is
submitted to many cycles caused by the
wheel loads. Fig.5 shows the connections
of continuous open stiffeners to the
crossbeams. In the connections shown,
cope holes have been used for fitting
purposes. The cope hole causes a
discontinuity in the crossbeam. In Fig.5

type (a) and (b) it causes a local stress concentration, but in Fig.5 type (c) a "Vierendeel" effect
with additional bending is to be expected. This effect will be explained later in conjunction with
the closed stiffener connections.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5 Crossbeam connections with continuous open
stiffeners
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4.2 Closed stiffeners

Closed stiffeners are sometimes fitted between the crossbeams, but more often they are
continuous. In the latter case they may be welded all around, or passing through cut outs,
eventually with additional cope holes for fitting purposes. In the past the connections with cope
holes have been investigated extensively in order to analyse the fatigue strength and to optimise
the shape. [2,3]

Fig.6 shows both the connections and their structural
behaviour. Two groups are distinguished:

a. Troughs fitted between the crossbeams

b. Continuous troughs passing through cut outs with
cope holes

Usually Group "a" connections are applied in
structures with shallow crossbeams, where cut outs
cause a too low shear capacity of the crossbeam. In
the past, the detail with fillet welds showed many
fatigue cracks. The details with full penetration welds
show a much better fatigue performance.

The Group "b" connections are applied in structures
with deeper crossbeams, diaphragms ofBox Girder
Bridges, "Floating Deck" structures. The following
subdivision can be made:

"bl": Continuous troughs passing through a cut out
with close fit and welded around with fillet welds;
"b2": Continuous trough passing through a cut out
with an oval shape or similar;
"b3": Continuous trough passing through a cut out
with additional cope holes with varying radius, the
so-called "Haibach cut out" [4] or a similar shape;
"b4": Continuous trough supported by a counter-
fitted support plate, welded around the bottom of the
trough. Further the support is welded to an I-beam.

4.3 Mechanical behaviour of the connections

In the application of the detail "a", a discontinuity in the stiffener exists with the possibility of
eccentricities. The crossbeam section remains practically unchanged. The stiffener rotations
cause "out ofplane" rotations in the web of the crossbeam.

The structural behaviour of the details "bl", "b2" and "b3" is the same, with minor differences.

In plane, the cut out causes a "Vierendeel Effect" if the depth of the cut out is substantially,
compared to the depth of the crossbeam or diaphragm [5,6,7]. This is likely to occur if the detail
is applied in Crossbeams Type I and III bridge structures (see Fig.6). Further all details are
subjected to locally applied forces and a contraction effect of the bottom of the stiffener caused
by bending moments at the stiffener supports [8],

Out of plane rotations are transmitted to the web of the crossbeam or diaphragm. The detail "bl"
acts more rigid than the details "b2 and b3".

The detail "b4" does not participate substantially in the in plane load carrying behaviour of the
crossbeam, as the shear connection between deck and I-beam caused by the trough is flexible.
The out ofplane rotations of the stiffeners are transmitted by bending in the support plate to the
I-beam which will rotate and translate out ofplane in line with the horizontal and torsional
stiffness of the I-beam.

NEUTRAL
.1 AXIS I,

a m
Detail a

-THEORETICAL
RIGID ELEMENTS

ST tp
Detail bA

"-THEORETICAL
RIGID CONNECTIONS

Fig. 6 Closed stiffener connections and
structural behaviour
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5. Crossbeam in-plane behaviour
In crossbeams with connections "b2" a significant part of the web has been removed.
Consequently an "in plane" Vierendeel behaviour is generated (see Fig.7). The part between the
troughs, often called the "tooth" acts as a post clamped in a continuous T-beam upside down.
Below die cut outs the T-beam remains as the bottom cord. Between the cut outs the web is fully
intact. Features like the presence or absence of different shaped cope holes do not change the
behaviour significantly [7].

Fig. 7 Vierendeel system

Due to crossbeam bending the locations "L" and "R" translate in horizontal direction. Depending
on the neutral axis of the system an elongation or compression of the distance between them, is
generated. Shear forces cause relative vertical displacements and rotations in the locations "L"
and "R". In [4] these phenomena have been reported for detail "b2". Further, nominal stresses for
a set ofbeams have been calculated. These results have been combined for die locations in the
beam where the interaction between shear and bending effects reaches a maximum. For easy
comparison the external load introduction is ignored in these results.

Fig. 8 Principal stress distributions around cut out and continuous weld (N/mm

Fig.8 shows the results of FE-analyses with for a test specimen [3,7,9] the principal stresses
around the cut out for crossbeam to trough nr. 2 (detail "b2") connection and a fully welded
around crossbeam to trough nr. 7 (detail "bl") connection under the same but symmetrical
bending and shear loads. The model consists of shell elements, which ignores the effect of the
plate and weld dimensions in the neighbourhood of the welds. The arrows show the direction of
the principal stresses at a specific location. Near to the welds the stress levels reach
approximately the same level, but the direction with respect to the weld is completely different.
Fatigue tests on a true scale specimen [3] showed a better performance for the connection of
trough nr.7.

In the "Floating Deck" structure as shown in Fig.9 [1,10], the end of the I-beam is restrained by
the lever system, which generates a compression in the deck and a tension in the I-beam. The
horizontal compression and tension forces at a distance &\ are balancing the bending moment Ms
at the support. The normal forces in the deck and the I-beam, the rotations in the I-beam and the
shear deformation in the I-beam cause the deck shifting over a distance Sh with respect to the I-
beam as shown in Fig.10. Asymmetrical loads cause in some locations larger shifts Sh [10].

The shift Sh generates normal forces and bending moments in the trough web. Fig. 11 shows the
nominal stresses in the trough web and the deckplate caused by the shift Sh of 1mm. The shifts Sh

for a set ofbeams of with depths are shown in [10]. Realistic values of Sh under maximum
crossbeam loading vary from 0.1 - 3.3 mm. In real structures these stresses must be multiplied
with a stress concentration factor in order to find the Hot Spot Stresses which are relevant for
fatigue.
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Sh

BENONG Mm

Fig. 9 Model offloating deck crossbeam Fig. 10 Horizontal shift Sh Fig.ll Stresses at a shift
Shofl mm (N/mm2)

It is obvious that these stresses which mainly are governed by bending effects in the deck plate
and trough web, can not be neglected. The stress concentration factors related to the bottom
connection are assumed to be higher than the stress concentration factors related to the trough to
deck connection. Ifhowever the stresses due to the wheel loading on the deck are added, high
stress amplitudes may occur due to the combination ofboth effects.

6. Crossbeam out-of-plane behaviour
Passing vehicles generate bending and shear in the stiffeners, which deflect subsequently and
makes the supports of the stiffeners rotate (see Fig.6). The rotation of this connection causes an
out ofplane movement of the crossbeam web. This phenomenon takes place in all types of
stiffeners. The connection "b2" has been investigated in ECSC research Phase 3 and 4. In [2,3]
the fatigue behaviour has been reported for various types of stiffeners and cut outs. The fatigue
strength of details "b2" has been investigated under simultaneous vertical forces with out of
plane bending in the web plate. Fig. 12 shows for three test specimens the stress results of FE
analyses under equal vertical load and out ofplane rotation.

Fig. 12 Stress distributions under vertical load in combination with out ofplane bending (N/mm2)

The stresses shown are the membrane stresses (M) and the out ofplane bending stresses (B) for
test specimens at the Stevin Laboratory (NL) as reported in [2], The models consisted of shell
elements, which means that the stresses in the neighbourhood of the trough to crossbeam
connection do not include the weld and plate dimension effects [9]. Nevertheless it is obvious
that in this case, the rigid support not far below the trough to crossbeam web connection causes
in the detail "bl" (S) much higher bending stresses than in the details "b2" (T) and "b3" (R). The
types "bl";"b2" and "b3" refer to the detail categories of Section 4.2. The tests in the Stevin
laboratory showed a better fatigue strength for the type "S", ifcompared to the types "T" and "R".
The V-shaped stiffener connection tested at TRL (UK) however showed a lower fatigue strength.
The results have been reported in [2].
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7. Welded details
As a simplification, most of the details used in real structures can be reduced to 2 types of
welded details those with and without cope holes, see Groups "a" and "b" in Section 4.2. The
combination of relevant degrees of freedom and the critical locations can be derived from the
mechanical behaviour. Fig.13 and Fig.14 show the relevant degrees of freedom and critical
fatigue locations for details without and with cope holes, Groups "a" and "b", respectively.
Particular attention must be paid to the relevant influence lines and the stress concentration
factors related to a degree of freedom and stresses in a specific location.

Fig. 13 Fatigue locations and degrees of Fig. 14 Fatigue locations and degrees of
freedom detail "a" freedom detail "b"

8. Combination of Effects in Critical Locations

8.1 Influence lines and transfer functions

Once the structural behaviour of the bridge structure is known, it is possible to derive the transfer
functions for crossbeam loading and out of plane rotations. The transfer functions that govern the
stresses in the above mentioned locations depend on the in plane stiffiiess (shear and bending) of
the crossbeam vs. the bending stiffiiess of the deck structure.

Fig. 15 Influence lines for stiffener support
rotations (f) and reactions (Rv)

Fig. 15 shows the influence lines for rotations
(<|>) and crossbeam loading (Rv) of the middle
trough stiffener support due to wheel loads.
Lines (A) show the results for more flexible
crossbeams and a (B) for more rigid
crossbeams. Rigid crossbeams show higher
loading than flexible crossbeams, but the
amount ofcycles under unit loads is higher.
This effect applies as well for vehicle loads.

Flexible crossbeams show larger rotations,
but a smaller amount ofcycles than rigid
crossbeams. It may be expected that in many
cases open stiffeners will tend to have an
influence line of type (B) which applies for
closed stiffeners in box girder bridges too.

Closed stiffeners near crossbeam mid-span
in plate girder bridges will act according a
line between (A) and (B), depending on the
vertical stiffiiess of the crossbeam. Near the
supports they will tend to behave like (B).
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8.2 Evaluation

Combining the knowledge of the structural bridge type behaviour, the susceptible details can be
classified as shown in Table 1. (details type "a", not considered). The damage in real bridges can
be compared to the detail classification.

SUSCEPTIBLE LOCATIONS

Stiffener Type Structural Bridge Type Mechanism "b" '3'

1. Open I. Plate Girder
Crossbeam Truss

Out of Plane dominant "b" '3'

2. Closed II. Box Girder Out of Plane with In Plane

Support
"b" '1-2','3'

III. Plate Girder
Crossbeam with Cut
Outs

a. Crossbeam Midsnan
Out of Plane with In Plane

Support

"b" '1-2','3'

h. Crossbeam Sunnort
Out of Plane with In Plane

Support and Vierendeel
Effects

"b" '171-2','3'
particularly under
wheel tracks

IV. Plate Girder
Floating Deck

a. Crossbeam Midsnan
Out of Plane with Support
and Shift Effects

"b" T','3'
particularly under
wheel tracks

b. Deck
Combination of Shift Effect
and External Loads

not classified Longitudinal deck
to stiffener weld
under wheel tracks

Table 1

9. Damage examples

9.1. Open stiffeners

In two plate girder bridges with open stiffeners and truss diaphragms cracks have been found in
the stiffener to crossbeam connections [11]. Here the bulb stiffeners pass through circular cut
outs as shown in Fig.5(b).

SECTION I SECTION II

1850

B

1850 1850 1850

C C C C C

Fig. 16 Influence line stresses outer side
webplate location "P"

2. ihU- H-fer _L -Ota»
/-ÎSOxO

ORIGINAL H «80 H*120

t*-n >-•-1

Fig. 17 Original detail and investigated
cope holes andstressesfor location "P"
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Fig. 16 shows for a lkN wheel load the influence lines for the stresses in location "P".

Fig. 17 shows the investigated details and stress locations. The out ofplane bending of the
crossbeam web showed to be of large importance. Two alternative cut outs with a larger depth
have been investigated. The H=80 cut out has been selected as solution for the repair, because it
showed a reduction of the stress amplitudes to 78% and proved to have the required shear
capacity.

9.2 Closed stiffeners in structural bridge type II
In one box girder bridge cracks in the corrosion protection have been found in location '1-2' [11].
This may indicate that future cracks will occur in the steel structure.
If so the damages can be related to test series ECCS Phase 3 [2], small test specimens.

9.3 Closed stiffeners in structural bridge type III
In two plate girder bridges a number cracks have been found in location '3' [11]. The amount of
defects was in line with the increasing shear force along the crossbeam towards the main girder.
The damages can be related to the test series ECCS Phase 3 [2], small test specimens and Phase
4, large test specimens [3] and the analyses of the structural mechanisms as described in Heron 3

1995 [7],

The welds have been replaced without a modification of the detail. Special attention has been
paid to the execution aspects.

9.4 Closed stiffeners in structural bridge type IV

In two bridges with the "Floating Deck" structure [1,9] some
cracks were found in the longitudinal trough to deck weld
(location 3) in the crossbeam neighbourhood of the crossbeam
during a resurfacing operation [11]. Fig. 18 shows the relevant
locations for fatigue which relate to the stresses in Fig 11. In
the inspected bridges the deck plate had a thickness of 10 mm.
No other cracks were found. The lack of time and the obtained
insight in the mechanism led to the decision that the crack and
the original weld were ground and replaced by a weld of 80%
penetration, which had to be made in an overhead position.
During repair the bridge was closed for all traffic.

Fig. 18 Relevant locations for
fatigue

10. Concluding remarks
- In general, the cracks found during inspections are in line with the described susceptible

locations.

- The structural behaviour of the crossbeams and deck has been investigated in analytical
methods and by Finite Element Models with shell elements. More specific analyses including
the weld geometry and plate thickness will be needed.

- The fatigue strength of the various details has been investigated but not yet for all possible
loading combinations related to the degrees of freedom.

- The stress concentration factors and their influence have not yet been fully investigated.

- The appropriate influence lines for crossbeam loading and rotations including the crossbeam

flexibility must be linked to the vehicle spectrum.
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Interaction between Planning, Execution and Evaluation of Tests

Summary
The evaluation of a riveted wrought iron bridge from the last century is described The case study
concentrates on the planning of the test and inspection programme for the collection of site data
and the introduction of this data in the structural calculations The site data is used to calibrate
updated deterministic models of action effects and resistance, applying reliability methods to a
simple structural model. Based on the updated action effects and resistance, the required
strengthening of structural members can be established through a deterministic analysis of a
refined structural model.

1. Introduction
When assessing the structural safety of an existing structure, the information is different from that
available during design because many characteristics may be measured from the structure under
consideration which, at the time of its design, were just anticipated quantities. The level of
accuracy for the load and resistance models, which are needed for the assessment, can be
increased for example by visual inspection, material testing or field testing. It is always possible to
improve these models by collecting more data about the assessed structure. However, the
updating of information by collecting site data may result expensive, time consuming or even
ineffective if the choice of the test programme is not made to suit the characteristics of the
structure under investigation and if the updated information can not easily be introduced in the
calculation models used for the assessment. Tests should therefore carefully be planned executed
and evaluated.

This paper deals with the evaluation of the structural safety of a 100 year old wrought iron truss-
girder bridge. The relationship between planning, execution and evaluation of tests is emphasized.

2. Description of the bridge
The bridge investigated crosses the Duero river in Zamora, Spain, and was built around 1895. It is
a continuous riveted wrought iron truss-girder bridge over five spans (43.2, 54, 54, 54, 43.2 m)with a total length of 248.4 m. The two main girders beams consist of parallel horizontal
Bisection members and crossed diagonals (Figure l).The platform is composed of a wrought iron
framework which supports the deck, consisting of a wrought iron sheeting, a sand fill and an
asphalt layer. At present, the main girder bottom U-section members are affected by severe
corrosion due to poor detailing and reduced maintenance in the past. For this reason, a bridge
evaluation is to be initiated.

Research Engineer
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Fig.l View and cross-section of the investigated truss bridge

3. Evaluation procedure
The assessment of the structural safety is carried out applying a staged procedure. Figure 2 shows
the concept of the staged evaluation procedure and its relation to the collection of site data by
inspection, material- and field testing

START

VALIDATION OF
INFORMATION
•Visual inspection

DETERMINISTIC
ASSESSMENT
•Available information
•S, R: default models

•Current codes

RELIABILITY
ANALYSIS
•Structure simplified
•S, R default models

SITE SPECIFIC
DATA
Planning, execution
Evaluation of tests

Updating of models

DETERMINISTIC
ASSESSMENT
Structure: refined
S, R' updated models

Fig.2 Staged evaluation procedure and its relation to the collection ofsite data

In a first step, a preliminary deterministic assessment is carried out, using the verification criteria
defined in the current Spanish bridge design code [1] For this, the calculation models are based

on the available information about the structure, validated by visual inspection No further
evaluation is necessary for the members for which structural safety is verified in this first step

For the most critical area, identified in the first step, a simplified structural model can be
established that permits a reliability analysis using default probabilistic models of action effects
and resistance. If the structural safety of this area is not verified, further evaluation is possible
based on improved load and resistance models. The improvement of these models is possible
through the collection of site data. The aforementioned reliability analysis aids the planning of site
data collection: From the results it can be deduced which parameters can be most effectively
updated.

The site data can be used to calibrate updated deterministic models of action effects and
resistance. For the calibration, reliability methods are applied to the simplified structural model
mentioned above. The updated deterministic models of action effects and resistance are then used
for a detailed deterministic assessment using a more refined structural model
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For the structural members for which safety is not verified by deterministic assessment with
updated models, a reliability analysis could be used for a more accurate assessment of structural
safety However, due to the large number of different structural elements, nodes and riveted
connections, a full reliability analysis is not considered viable for the investigated bridge An
intervention must be planned for the members for which safety is not verified by any of the
aforementioned assessment methods

4. Collection of site specific data

4.1 Critical areas

411 Validation of information

The available information about the structure is validated by a first visual inspection before
carrying out the preliminary deterministic assessment The most important findings can be
summarised as follows

Important eccentricities exist at main girder nodes, not visible from the geometry of the
original plans (Figure 3)

• Advanced global corrosion of the truss girder bottom U-section member can be observed,
facilitated by its channel like geometry A large number of holes with dimensions of the order
of 20-40 cm exist (Figure 3)
Buckling is found of the slender "web plates" (with a height to thickness ratio of 55 and a free
edge as can be seen from Figure 1) of top and bottom U-section compression members

• Fatigue cracks in truss top lateral sway frames are observed, spreading out from rivet holes
(this finding is important with a view to the evaluation of fatigue safety and the planning of
maintenance and inspection strategies [2, 3], however, fatigue and brittle fracture are not
further considered in the present paper)
The foundations are in a very good state

loss of area due
to corrosion

200J

eccentricity

equivalent
cross-secüon

600

Fig. 3 Validation of information

4 1 2 Preliminary deterministic assessment

Structural safety is evaluated by applying the verification criteria defined in the relevant design
standards. The action effect, S, is calculated by using actions and load factors according to [4]
and by introducing in the structural model the aforementioned eccentricities at main girder nodes
The corrosion of the truss girder bottom U-section members is taken into account by adopting an
equivalent cross-section according to Figure 3 for the calculation of the resistance, R Information
about the material properties of wrought iron is available from literature [2], and resistance
factors are adopted from [ 1 ] The structural safety can be expressed by a rating factor, r

R/YI
(1)

R
Sd

resistance
design load effect
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resistance factor (=1 10)

If r is greater than or equal to 1 0, the investigated member or connection reaches the required
structural safety level according to the Spanish codes If the rating factor is less than 1.0, then
structural safety is not verified and there is a need to perform a more accurate evaluation. The

preliminary deterministic assessment reveals that the governing elements regarding load carrying
capacity of the bridge are the top and bottom U-section compression members at midspan and

over the piers, respectively (sections A-A and B-B, respectively, in Figure 1) Quite a number of
these elements do not reach the required safety level The minimum value for the rating factor r,
equal to 0 57, is obtained for the main girder top U-section member at midspan (Figure 1, section
A-A)

4.2 Importance of different variables for safety

4.2.1 Simplified structural model

Once the compression members at midspan and over the piers are identified as the critical areas, it
can be assumed that the structural behaviour is brittle and that there is no significant system
redundancy Therefore, the failure of the most critical member leads to the failure of the system
Consequently, the failure probability for the bridge is governed by the failure probability of the
most critical member [5]

Due to the aforementioned eccentricities at main girder nodes, the most critical member is subject
to combined bending and axial compression Although the "web plates" of the U-section are
slender (Figure 1), the governing combination of bending moment, M, and axial compression, N,
which defines the Ultimate Limit State of the critical member, leads to a loss of stiffness due to
plate buckling of the order of only 18 5% Therefore, the ends of the member are not free to
rotate in the plane of buckling (plane of the girder, Figure 4) According to [1], the buckling
length, lp, of a truss girder top compression member corresponds to the length of a "pin ended"
member which has the same buckling resistance In the present case it can be assumed that lp
0 9-1 The reliability analysis can now be carried out for the simplified structural model, consisting
of a "pin ended" member with a length of 0.9-1 which is subject to combined bending and axial
compression according to Figure 4.

Fig.4 Simplified structural modelfor reliability analysis

4 2 2 Reliability analysis

Basic variables which are considered for the assessment of structural safety are associated with
uncertainty. The safety of a structure can therefore be measured in terms of, for example, its
reliability which takes account ofuncertainty and is represented by a probability of failure

The safety of a structure is expressed in terms of the basic variables by the Limit State Function
(LSF) The most simple LSF defines safety as the requirement that resistance, R, is greater than or
equal to the total action effect, S

1 3 6m

R-S>0 (2)

The probability of failure, pf, is thus equal to the probability that S is greater than R.
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Different numerical or analytical reliability methods exist for the analysis of structural safety. The

First Order Second Moment (FOSM) method [6] introduces for example a reliability index, ß, for
which a direct link to the failure probability exists. Even though the FOSM reliability method only
produces an estimate of failure probability, the resulting errors are small if it is used to compare
the failure probabilities for a given LSF and varying basic variables. This is what the FOSM
method is used for in the present study: Going out from the axiom that a correct application of
the current codes results in a safe structure, the verification of structural safety of an existing
structure consists of three steps [7]:

Dimensioning of the existing structure according to a consistent set of codes,
Calculation of the reliability index, ßc„de, related to the dimensions obtained in the first step,
considering the parameters (mean value, standard deviation, probability distribution) of the

variables assumed to lie behind the rules of codes,
Calculation of the reliability index, ß, related to the actual structure using default probabilistic
models of action effects and resistance.

The structure may be considered safe if
ß — ß code

<3>

In the case of the investigated truss bridge, in the first step the main girder top U-section member

at midspan (Figure 4) is to be dimensioned according to the current codes [1,4]. The analysis
reveals that a rolled profile HEB 300 is required with a specified nominal yield strength of fy

235 N/mm2. Such a main girder top member at midspan may be considered safe according to the

aforementioned axiom.

In the second step the reliability index, ßcde, of the above safe member is to be calculated. The
LSF which is used in this reliability analysis is derived from the Spanish code [1] for the
verification of structural safety of members subject to combined bending and axial compression:

(Na +NS +Np +Nq) k(Ma+Ms+Mp+Mq) + e(Na+Ns+Np+Nq)_o
fy~

xAeff Weff

fy elastic limit of structural steel (or wrought iron)
Na axial compression due to the selfweight of the steel
Ns axial compression due to the sand fill
Np axial compression due to the asphalt layer
Nq axial compression due to the traffic actions
Ma, Ms, Mp, M, moments due to the different aforementioned actions
Aeff effective area of the cross-section when subject to uniform compression
Weff effective section modulus of the cross-section when subject only to moment

about the relevant axis
% reduction factor for the relevant buckling mode
e shift of the relevant centroidal axis when the cross-section is subject to uniform

compression
k factor which takes into account the distribution of the moments and the

characteristics of the cross-section

The parameters of the variables involved in the LSF that are assumed to lie behind the rules of the
codes are taken from the literature [5]. This LSF and the parameters of the variables (mean value,
standard deviation, probability distribution) may now be introduced in a computer program [8]
which handles the variables in accordance with the method from [6] and calculates the FOSM
reliability index ßcode. In the present case we obtain ßCOde 4.06.

The third step of the verification consists of the calculation of the reliability index, ß, of the actual
member. A priori values for the parameters of the variables (Table 1), are either taken directly or
interpreted from [2, 5, 9, 10] and introduced in the LSF (4). The FOSM reliability index is

calculated to be ß 1.12.

Obviously, according to the inequality (3), the member under consideration is not safe. Site data
should therefore be collected in order to improve the load and resistance models for the
continuation of the evaluation (Figure 2).
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Variable Type bias cov Nominal value Mean Standard Influence Design
deviation coefficient value

Px^Xpom ax/px Xnom Px <TX ax X*

fy LN 1.195 0.115 220 N/mm2 263 30.3 0.826 234 8

Na N 1.01 0.03 234 kN 236.3 7.1 -0.025 236 5

N, N 1.20 0.25 273 kN 327.6 81.9 -0.29 354.3

Np N 1.20 0.25 82 kN 98 4 24.6 -0.087 100.8

Nq Gumbel 0 88 0.125 1070 kN 941.6 117.7 -0.45 980 9

Ma N 1 01 0 03 5 9 kNm 60 0.18 -0 004 60

H N 1 20 0 25 9 5 kNm 11 4 2.85 -0 061 116

Mp N 1 20 0 25 2 8 kNm 3 4 0.85 -0 018 3 42

Mq Gumbel 0.88 0.125 43 kNm 37 8 47 -0.094 37 48

Aeff N 1.02 0.01 14061.6 mm2 14342 143 4 0 034 14340

W.ff N 1 02 0.01 1 68-106 nun3 1 71 106 1.71-104 0.038 1.71 106

X N 1.05 0 024 1 0 1 05 0.025 0 081 1 048

e N 1 02 0.01 82 5 mm 84 2 0 84 -0.025 84 22

k N 1 04 0 02 1 15 1 20 0 024 -0 025 1 2

Table 1 Assumed values of the parameters of the variablesfor the estimation ofß and results of
FOSM analysis

4.2.3 Conclusion

In addition to the reliability index, ß, the method according to [6] provides the design values, X*,
and the importance factors, at, corresponding to the variables involved in the LSF (Table 1). The
design values, X*, correspondto the most probable set ofvalues of the variables at failure The
importance factor is a function of the relative importance of a given basic variable within a given
LSF The greater the absolute value of ax (the importance factor is negative for variables which
have an unfavourable effect on safety), the bigger the influence of the variation of the
corresponding variable on the reliability index In the above example the yield strength ofwrought
iron, fy, and axial compression due to traffic actions, Nq, are most critical For these variables,
updating efforts would be most effective

4.3 Collection of site data - Planning and execution

4.3 1 Overview

The definition of a test program includes the choice of the parameters which should be updated,
the definition of the method of observation and recording, the selection of test specimens, test
conditions and arrangements, the number of tests and the method of evaluation The execution of
tests should be in accordance with the planning, and the measurement techniques in accordance
with the required tolerances. For the evaluation of the test results, methods should be used which
enable an easy introduction of the updated information in the calculation models In the present
case, according to 4.2.3 updating is carried out for the wrought iron yield strength and the traffic
actions For two reasons it is also decided to carry out measurements of the actual dimensions of
wrought iron member cross-sections the influence of corrosion is to be assessed and the assumed
dimensional variation in the reliability analysis (4 2 2) corresponds to modern welded steel
elements, for which fabrication tolerances are very small, and not to wrought iron members

In the following, some information about the planning and execution of site data collection is

given Section 4.4 contains some thoughts on test evaluation, and the obtained site specific data is
summarised in Table 2.

4.3.2 Material properties

Material properties are determined from miniaturised specimens, which can be drilled from
structural members without reducing their resistance [11]. In the present case for example, the
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dimensions of the cylindrical specimens for tensile tests are. 40 mm of total length and 3 mm of
diameter. Chosen test temperatures are room temperature (20°C) and -20°C corresponding to the
lowest service temperature expected to occur within the intended remaining life of the structure

Test samples should be representative and a sufficient number should be taken in order to
determine variability with adequate certainty In normal daily practice, however, only a limited
number of tests can be carried out for economical reasons. In the present case for example, the
number of tensile tests is eight. In section 4.4, the influence of the number of tests on the
characteristic value of the wrought iron yield strength is discussed.

4.3.3 Cross-section area

The influence of the severe corrosion of the truss girder bottom U-section members is directly
taken into account in the corresponding resistance model by introducing an equivalent cross-
section (Figure 3) The influence of the dimensional variation due to corrosion and fabrication
tolerances on the structural resistance of the other members is to be assessed. This is done by
extensive measurement of the actual dimensions ofwrought iron cross-sections.

4.3.4 Traffic actions

For economical reasons, neither vehicle surveys nor measurements of the effects ofvehicle actions
on the bridge with a view to obtaining data describing traffic actions are possible in the present
case Only traffic counting can be carried out a daily traffic volume of 10059 vehicles, ofwhich
12 5% are Heavy Goods Vehicles, is physically measured. This means that an average of 1257
HGV per day cross this urban bridge Furthermore, frequent traffic jams are observed due to the
traffic lights situated at both ends of the bridge It is also known that the percentage of overloaded
HGV in Spain is around 25% [12]. The effects of traffic actions on road bridges is described by a
certain frequency distribution which determines the extreme action effects to be considered during
the assessment of structural safety [5] These effects may be obtained based on numerical
simulations by generating random traffic actions for the considered traffic type [5, 9],

4.4 Evaluation of tests

If only a limited number of tests on material samples are available, as normal in daily practice, the
evaluation of test results according to standard statistical methods may lead to unrealistic low
characteristic or design values [13] This drawback can be avoided, if the evaluation of test
samples with a limited number of tests is carried out according to statistical models which permit
the introduction of prior knowledge. Based on knowledge about the distribution of the
investigated variable, a posterior distribution is derived in combination with the obtained test
results Such an approach is applied in the present study In the case of the wrought iron strength,
for example, a mean value of the yield strength 1% 225 N/mm2 and a standard deviation of s^
17 1 N/mm are obtained from the sample of eight tensile tests The corresponding characteristic
value, which is based on a 5% fractile with a confidence level of 75%, evaluated with standard
statistical methods [13], is fyic 187 5 N/mm2 It is known from previous experience that for the
yield strength ofwrought iron a lognormal distribution can be expected. Furthermore, the sample
standard deviation, Sfy, underestimates the standard deviation of the whole population, a^,
depending on the sample size. Taking into account this prior information, the estimate for the
characteristic value of the yield strength is fyk 196 8 N/mm2

5. Introduction of test results in the calculation models

5.1 Overview

As mentioned in chapter 3, a full reliability analysis is not considered viable for the investigated
bridge. A simplified deterministic method should therefore be used The aim of a deterministic
assessment of structural safety is to verify that the inequality (2) is satisfied by using nominal
values ofbasic variables and partial safety factors in order to obtain the values that they would
have at the design point in a reliability analysis [5] The link between reliability concepts and
deterministic methods is the design point which is the most probable failure point on a limit state
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surface [5], The relation between the design point, partial safety factor and nominal value is given
by

X*=Yx-Xnom (5)

X* value of the basic variable at the design point
Yx partial safety factor
Xnom nominal value of the basic variable

The Limit State Function is the same for both methods (reliability and deterministic), only the
representation of the variables is different. Partial safety factors, which are introduced in a
deterministic analysis, are therefore attributed individually to the variables in the LSF and vary
according to the degree of uncertainty and the importance of the variable within the LSF. The aim
of the collection of site specific data is the reduction of the uncertainty associated with the
variables. The influence of this change can not be considered explicitly in a deterministic
assessment (only changes in the mean value of a variable can be accounted for). As mentioned in
chapter 3, the site specific data is therefore used to calibrate updated deterministic models of
action effects and resistance, by applying reliability methods to the simplified structural model
according to 4.2.1.

5.2 Calibration procedure

According to the axiom mentioned in 4.2.2, the calibration procedure consists of the following
five steps:
• Dimensioning of the existing structure according to a consistent set of codes,
• Calculation of the reliability index, ßCOde, for this structure,
• Calculation of the reliability index, ßupd, for the actual structure using the updated parameters

of the variables. ßupd may be greater or smaller than ßcode, depending mainly on the state of the
structure (corrosion) and the aggressivity of the actual traffic.
Find the required actual resistance, Rupd.req, by multiplying the actual resistance, Rupd, by a

factor, kr, in a way that results ßupd ßcode for the actual effect of actions, Supd (Figure 5).
Derive partial safety factors, in analogy with equation (5), which can be applied to the nominal
values of basic variables (S„om for action effects and Rn0m for resistance) in a deterministic
assessment:

c*
uPd

Ys,upd —
g

(o)
nom

Ys,upd updated partial safety factor for action effects
S*upd updated action effect at the design point
S„om nominal value of the action effect

_ kR ' R-nom
,n.,Y R,upd p * V

*** upd.req

YR,upd updated partial safety factor for resistance
R*upd.req updated required resistance at the design point
Rnom nominal value of the resistance
Kr factor for the calculation of the required actual resistance

The updated partial safety factors, which take into account the influence of a change in
uncertainty associated with the variables and are attributed individually to the basic variables in a
LSF, can now be used in a deterministic assessment (using a more refined structural model) of
structural safety, together with the nominal values of action effects and resistance. The
requirement for structural safety can therefore be derived from the inequality (2) and is expressed
by the following condition:

YS,upd ' Snom ^ (8)
I R,upd
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Fig. 5 Calibration ofupdated load and resistance models

5.3 Case study
The first two steps of the calibration procedure correspond to the first two steps of the reliability
analysis from 4.2 2 Therefore, the reliability index according to the current codes is' ßcode 4.06
The collection and evaluation of site data according to 4 3 and 4 4 results in updated parameters
of the corresponding variables, listed in Table 2

Variable Type bias cov Mean Standard

PX,upd öX,upd Px,upd
deviation

Action effects Resist
Y-^nom Px,upd tlx upd

fy LN 1 023 0 079 225 N/mm2 17 7 Iron Sand Asph Traff.

Nq Gumbel 0 80 0 125 856 kN 107 Yöa.upd Y(js.upd YCrp.upd Yo.upd YR,upd

Mq Gumbel 0 80 0 125 34 4 kNm 4 3

Aeff LN 1 013 0 023 14249 4 mm2 336 6 1 01 1 45 1 3 1 4 1 06

Weff LN 1.013 0.023 1.7-106 mm3 3.9-104

Table 2 Updatedparameters of the variables Table 3 Updatedpartial safety
factors

For the other variables of the LSF (4), the parameters from Table 1 are adopted. The calculation
of the FOSM reliability index for the actual structure gives ß„Pd 0.493. This value is even lower
than the one calculated in 4 2.2 using default probabilistic models of action effects and resistance
This is mainly due to the fact that in the bridge under investigation the elastic limit of the wrought
iron is lower than usual values for this type of material For the aforementioned factor, kr, a value
ofkr 1 484 is found The values of the basic variables of the LSF (4) at the design point,
X*upd(req), result from the FOSM analysis, carried out for Sup(i and Rupdreq. These values are then
used to derive updated partial safety factors according to the equations (6) and (7). The obtained
results are listed in Table 3 In a detailed deterministic assessment with updated models of action
effects and resistance (according to (8)) it is now possible to determine the structural elements,
nodes and riveted connections which need to be strengthened (Figure 2) The proposed solution
for the strengthening is presented in [12]

6. Conclusions

A proper assessment of an existing bridge based on incomplete or defective information may be

completely wrong. Therefore, correct updating of data is probably the most important step in a

bridge evaluation. For the choice of the test and inspection programme some guidelines should be
observed:

• The expected structural behaviour, loading and environmental conditions should be

investigated by a qualitative analysis.
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Based on the results of the preliminary analysis, the objectives of the tests can be formulated
and correct choices for the test programme are possible
The tests should be undertaken following the established plan

• The evaluation of test samples with a limited number of tests should be carried out taking into
account prior knowledge in order to avoid unrealistic low design values

There is a need for simplified load and resistance models for the assessment of existing bridges
Furthermore, methods should be developed which enable an easy introduction of the collected site
data in these simplified models
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